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1. Weekly Markets Changes
[November 3, 2017]
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2. More young Canadians looking for work: StatsCan
[November 3, 2017] The economy added 35,300 jobs in October but the
unemployment rate crept higher, with more young people looking for work,
Statistics Canada said Friday.
The agency said the number of full-time positions swelled by 88,700, while
part-time employment dropped by 53,400 jobs.
The unemployment rate increased to 6.3%, up from 6.2% in September.
The tightening of job markets was also evident through
the continued acceleration in wage growth, to 2.4% year over year from 2.2%
prior, says Derek Holt, vice-president and head of Capital Markets Economics
at Scotiabank.
Still, he predicts October’s jobs data will matter little to the Bank of Canada.
In a reaction note, he says, “Governor Poloz has implied a strong filter is being
applied to very near-term data in favour of focusing upon longer tailed risks.
Those [risks] include household debt sensitivities to higher rates, NAFTA
negotiations, tightened OSFI mortgage rules and external geopolitical and
fiscal policy, to name a few key ones.”
For the economy, however, “continued strength in the job market helps allay
some concerns about softer near-term consumption and housing markets,” he
adds.
The details

The “other services” category led the growth in jobs with a gain of 21,400
positions, while the construction industry gained 18,400. Information, culture
and recreation industries added 15,300 jobs.
Offsetting those gains, the wholesale and retail trade sector lost 35,900
positions.
Regionally, Quebec posted the largest increase with a gain of 18,400 jobs,
while Alberta added 11,900. Manitoba added 4,000 jobs and Newfoundland
and Labrador rose by 3,400. Saskatchewan lost 4,000 jobs in October.
Compared with a year ago, employment was up by 308,100 jobs as the number
of full-time jobs increased by 396,800 and the number of part-time positions
fell by 88,700.
The jobs figures came as Statistics Canada also reported that the country’s
trade deficit totalled $3.2 billion in September, essentially unchanged from
the previous month which was revised to a deficit of $3.2 billion compared
with an initial estimate of $3.4 billion.
The trade deficit came as exports fell 0.3% to $43.6 billion in the month, a
fourth consecutive monthly decline.
A 10.6% drop in exports of motor vehicles and parts were offset in part by a
7.2% increase in exports of energy products. Prices of exports fell 0.6%, while
volumes grew 0.3%.
Meanwhile, imports fell 0.3% to $46.7 billion as imports of electronic and
electrical equipment and parts fell 4.6 pr cent and consumer goods fell 1.9%.
Prices of imports fell 1.5%, but volumes increased 1.3%.

3. What Morneau’s achieved from his mandate letter
[November 3, 2017] When Prime Minister Justin Trudeau named his cabinet
in 2015, he released the mandate letters for all his ministers. Here’s where
Finance Minister Bill Morneau stands on his assignments.
Accomplished
Finance Minister Bill Morneau cut federal income taxes on the middle bracket
and raised the rate on income higher than $200,000 per year. He also:
 cancelled an income-splitting measure for families with kids introduced
by the Harper government and enhanced child-benefit payments;
 expanded the Canada Pension Plan and created the Canada
Infrastructure Bank;
 announced a new rate-setting mechanism to ensure employment
insurance premiums are no higher than needed to pay for the program
over time; and

 introduced a new tax benefit to help offset cost of school supplies for
educators and repealed the Conservatives’ Federal Balanced Budget
Act.
Working on it
Morneau is still working to eliminate what he believes are unfair advantages
for wealthy business owners. He unveiled a controversial tax reform plan this
summer, causing an uproar that forced him to tweak and even back away from
elements of the proposals.
Further, when it comes to his so-called fiscal anchors, Morneau appears on
pace to continue reducing the federal debt-to-GDP ratio — a measure of the
public debt burden — throughout the Liberal mandate.
Not at all, or at least not yet
Morneau has yet to introduce a 12-month holiday on employment insurance
premiums for companies that hired new, younger workers into permanent jobs
in 2016, 2017 and 2018. He has also yet to remove the GST on new capital
investments in rental housing.
And, perhaps the most prominent vow the Liberals are unlikely to fulfil is
their pledge to balance the budget by 2019-20. Last month, Morneau released
his fall fiscal statement, which projected a $14.3-billion deficit for 2019-20,
even though Canada’s economic outlook has significantly improved.
Will it matter?
Morneau appears to have made progress in meeting the goals outlined in his
mandate letter. However, the Liberal government’s fiscal path, which
apparently won’t include a return to balance by the end of its mandate,
frequently comes under attack. The lack of a timetable to eliminate the deficit
has also been criticized by some economists, although other experts say the
annual shortfalls are small enough that there’s no rush to balance.

4. China pullback could hurt Canadian housing
[November 2, 2017] The prices of residential homes in Vancouver and
Toronto have continued their uphill climb, causing organizations like the
Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation to issue warnings about the
vulnerability of those markets.
“Even in a global context, Vancouver ranks as perhaps the most overvalued
housing market in the world,” says Chip McKinley, senior vice-president and
portfolio manager with Cohen & Steers in New York. Among other real
estate funds, he manages the Renaissance Global Real Estate Fund.

Still, a Canadian-driven housing – and economic – crash isn’t McKinley’s
main concern. “Canada’s economy is very stable and healthy, and we don’t
expect a recession any time soon,” he says.
Instead, in relation to his real estate outlook, he’s watching China’s economy
and its drivers.
Why? First, if you look at what’s driving demand for Vancouver real estate,
you see the market isn’t “being propped up by healthy economic growth –
growth is not particularly strong in Vancouver,” says McKinley. Instead,
demand is “coming from overseas investors, particularly from China,” he
says.
Typical real estate investors from that region “are mostly affluent people who
are trying to get capital out of China,” he adds. “They have fled to mature,
attractive cities with good rule of law and relatively low barriers to flows of
capital in and out of the country, as well as low restrictions to buying
residential properties. And Vancouver fits that bill perfectly.”
Further, Vancouver’s housing market isn’t the only one being propped up by
Chinese investor demand. The same overseas investment trend is driving up
residential real estate prices in Sydney, Australia, “and that’s why Sydney is
the second-highest most overvalued city in the world from a residential point
of view.”
The final reason McKinley is monitoring China’s economy is “there are
arbitrary and unpredictable [economic] events that could cause a rapid
pullback and, thus, [a pullback] in buyer demand for property types all over
the world.” If that happened, “we’d have a […] problem; when China slows
down, or if there’s some sort of large disruption, then […] that could be
painful for everyone,” in the real estate space.
But REITs would be spared
If there were a serious correction in the value of and demand for homes in
Canada, it would be a problem for the economy. “But, ironically, [that] would
not actually affect REITs at all – at least not directly,” says McKinley.
The main reason is “listed REITs in Canada don’t actually own apartments or
houses,” he adds. So, while “there [would be] indirect effects if there were a
housing correction,” McKinley doesn’t foresee REITS suffering under that
scenario.
But if a housing crash occurred in the context of an overall economic
recession, he’d be more concerned about REITs. As McKinley points out, the
possible effects of a recession include business spending and consumer
spending contracting. Further, he adds, recessions “rob businesses of the cash
flows needed to maintain their locations, or their occupancies, in the
properties owned by a lot of REITs.”

As a result, “You’d see retail stores closing down, companies reducing square
footage of the office space that they occupy, and demand for warehouse space
could contract.” However, whether or not that occurred would be “dependent
on the magnitude [of such an event], and that’s a fairly unknowable thing,”
McKinley concludes.

5. Toronto, Vancouver home sales heat up in October
[November 2, 2017] Home sales in Toronto increased almost 12% in October
from September. That’s an above-average rise that points to a stronger fall
market, the Toronto Real Estate Board (TREB) said Thursday.
Vancouver also saw a jump in October, with sales up 7% from September and
a 35% year-over-year rise for the month, the Real Estate Board of Greater
Vancouver (REBGV) reported. The sales were 15% higher than the 10-year
October average.
There is usually a jump in sales in September and October, TREB president
Tim Syrianos said in a release, but this year’s uptick is the most pronounced
in a decade.
“While the number of transactions was still down relative to last year’s record
pace, it certainly does appear that sales momentum is picking up,” he said in
the release.
The 7,118 residential sales reported last month in Toronto were down 27%
from October 2016, and sales through 10 months of 2017 are down more than
19% from last year.
The average selling price in October was $780,104, up 2.3% compared to
October 2016. This was driven by increases in the prices of townhouses (up
7.4% year over year to$629,507) and condos (up 22% to$523,041).
Detached home prices dropped 2.5% year over year to an average of $1
million, while semi-detached homes increased 6.3% to $764.293.
In Metro Vancouver, the average price for all residential properties in October
was $1,042,300, an increase of 12.4% year over year and 0.5% compared to
September 2017.
For detached properties, the price was $1,609,600, up only 4% from last year.
The prices for apartments (up 22.7% to $642,000), and attached units
($802,400, up 17.7%) increased more dramatically, which REBGV president
Jill Oudil attributed to limited supply.
Regulatory impact
The government in B.C. introduced a 15% tax on foreign buyers last year.
Ontario adopted the same measure in April, along with other rules to cool the
housing market. New lending rules from the Office of the Superintendent of

Financial Institutions (OSFI) come into effect early next year, with a stress
test that could require buyers to show they can make their payments if interest
rates rise.
“The federal government’s announcement of plans to tighten
mortgage requirements for the seventh time in the last eight years also helped
spur activity in the short term,” Oudil said in a release. “Many buyers are
trying to enter the market before the changes are in place,” he adds.
As for the provincial rules, TREB director of market analysis Jason Mercer
said in a release that their effect may be wearing off.
“Similar to the track followed in the Greater Vancouver Area, it appears that
the psychological impact of the Fair Housing Plan, including the tax on
foreign buyers, is starting to unwind,” he says.

6. BoC defends cautious stance on rates
[November 1, 2017] The Bank of Canada (BoC) is maintaining rates for now,
but not everyone is supportive of the cautious stance.
For example, David Dodge, former BoC governor, tells Bloomberg that
raising rates is the wise thing to do, considering the economy is close to
capacity. Further, low rates encourage excessive borrowing by households
and businesses — a factor the BoC should emphasize more, says Dodge.
In Governor Stephen Poloz’s opening statement before the House of
Commons finance committee on Tuesday, he agreed that the economy is
operating close to its capacity, and that “the economy is likely to require less
monetary stimulus over time.”
However, he said, “We will be cautious in making future adjustments to our
policy rate.”
That’s because of “significant uncertainties.”
Risks to rate hikes
In particular, the BoC “will be guided by incoming data to assess the
sensitivity of the economy to interest rates, the evolution of economic
capacity, and the dynamics of both wage growth and inflation,” Poloz told the
committee.
For example, BoC data on housing and debt reveal the economy is likely to
be more sensitive to interest rates than in the past.
“However, we will watch incoming economic data closely for evidence to
support this idea,” Poloz said. “We will also look to see how the household
sector is responding to the new rules about mortgage underwriting.”
Signs signalling economic slack include a “below trend” labour participation
rate for young workers and average hours worked.

Likewise, a slack labour market and, potentially, globalization, negatively
affect wage growth, he said.
These and other risks in the monetary policy report suggest “a balanced
outlook for inflation,” he said.
The BoC forecasts 2% inflation for the second half of 2018.

7. Back to reality: Canada’s GDP slips in August
[October 31, 2017] The Canadian economy contracted in August — its first
monthly pullback since October last year. Statistics Canada said Tuesday real
GDP shrank 0.1% in August, following essentially no change in July.
“The amazing run of amazing Canadian economic data is officially over, with
growth coming back to reality in hurry,” Bank of Montreal chief economist
Doug Porter wrote in a note to clients.
Porter adds the two-month lull in activity reinforces the point that “the frothy
growth of the past year is over and done.”
Derek Holt, vice-president and head of capital markets economics at
Scotiabank, agrees. “A weaker than expected GDP estimate is backed by
mostly soft underlying details,” he says in a note. “In one respect, that’s
disappointing to my expectation that Canada would register mild growth in
August. In another, however, it just reinforces my bias that the BoC is on a
prolonged hold.”
The Canadian economy began 2017 with strong growth through the first two
quarters.
However, after raising its key interest rate twice this year, the BoC kept its
target for the overnight rate on hold last week amid expectations that the
economy would slow in the second half of the year.
The central bank suggested future rate hikes were still likely, but noted it will
be cautious and pay close attention to the impact of higher interest rates on
indebted households, the evolution of the economy’s capacity, wage growth
and inflation.
“All told, a weak result has us on track to see the deceleration in growth in Q3
that we were expecting, to less than half the pace seen in Q2,” says Nick
Exarhos of CIBC Capital Markets. “That justifies the BOC’s current waitand-see approach after two quick hikes, with our forecast for their next move
still being in the spring of 2018. Negative for the [Canadian dollar], bullish
for front-end bonds.”
A closer look

Twelve of 20 sectors improved for the month, notes Statistics Canada, but
weakness in manufacturing and mining, quarrying and oil and gas extraction
more than offset the gains.
Statistics Canada says goods-producing industries contracted by 0.7 % for
August, while services-producing industries edged up 0.1%.
The mining, quarrying, and oil and gas extraction sector fell 0.8% in August,
due to maintenance shutdowns in Newfoundland and Labrador.
The manufacturing sector contracted 1% for the month as both durable
manufacturing slipped 0.1%, and non-durable manufacturing declined 2%.
TD Bank senior economist Brian DePratto says third-quarter growth is now
tracking around an annual pace of 1.9%, roughly in line with the
BoC’s forecast of 1.8% in last week’s monetary policy report.
“With much of the third-quarter weakness seemingly down to temporary
factors, and growth still tracking above potential, there is no reason for
Canadians to worry,” DePratto wrote. “Indeed, although there remain some
wild cards, such as the impact of a strike in the auto sector, it is likely that
output will come back to life in coming months, particularly given still
encouraging signs from labour and housing markets.”

8. Watch for psychic scams
[October 31, 2017] Picture this: You get home and find an unexpected letter
in the mail. Inside, there’s a message from a psychic or clairvoyant. “I’ve had
a vision of great fortune coming your way,” reads the letter. You think it
sounds authentic because it’s personalized for you.
The vision is often a promise of riches, such as winning millions of dollars in
the lottery. To make sure this vision comes true, the psychic will offer your
client personalized readings and objects that will bring him good luck. All he
has to do is pay a fee and provide some personal information.
If this sounds far-fetched, it’s because it is, warns the Competition
Bureau. “[These] false promises are sent to thousands of people, many of
whom are elderly Canadians. [The fraudsters] hope to hook [investors] in and
continue to send [them] predictions of potential good or even bad things to
come.”
Here are some tips to protect yourself:
 Be skeptical: Some psychics may make seemingly accurate predictions
about future events. However, the fraudsters behind psychic mail scams
can’t predict your future.
 Safeguard money and personal information: Never provide personal
details or send money to someone they don’t know or trust.

 Do not respond to any psychic mailing: Throw it in the trash. These
scammers want investors to respond so that they can hook them in and
send more solicitations.
 Look out for elderly family members and friends: This type of fraud
frequently targets the elderly, some of whom may be loved ones or
friends.
 Recognize that psychic scams come in many forms: Though psychic
scams tend to use traditional mail, they can also take place through
email, telephone or face-to-face.
If you have been the victim of a psychic mail scam or other types of mail
fraud, report it to the Canada Anti-Fraud Centre (1-888-495-8501), the
Competition Bureau (1-800-348-5358), the RCMP or your local police.
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